
DISNEY’S TREASURE PLANET
PS one
Overview
Treasure Planet  places the player into the story of Disney’s major upcoming Winter 2002
feature Film release.  Players adventure through locations and situations taken directly from
the film, and in some cases, beyond what is actually seen in the movie.  Experience 3 rd

person exploration, solar surfing, and more.  

Key Features
 Play as Jim Hawkins  as you explore 2 unique planets,  the space ether,  and gigantic

spaceports
 Pilot a high-speed Solar Surfer and perform extreme aerial stunts through alien worlds
 Between-level movies feature scenes from the film to set up the action
 Diverse levels, including Montressor, Crescentia, the RLS Legacy, and Treasure Planet.

Multiple tasks and sub-games in each level keep gameplay fresh.
 Featuring the voice talents of Joseph Gordon-Levitt, Martin Short, and others from the

feature film. 

Characters
Play as Jim Hawkins, equipped with skills to climb, jump, and slide across any terrain and
target foes with a precision laser pistol. 

Gameplay
Players control the main character from a third-person, over-the-shoulder point of view.  In
this mode, players explore the worlds, accomplishing hide and seek, collection, combat, and
action tasks.  Additional levels reach breakneck speeds as Jim pilots his Solar Surfer through
caverns of machinery.  

Story
The legendary “loot of  a thousand worlds” inspires an intergalactic treasure hunt,  when
rebellious teen Jim Hawkins stumbles upon a map to the greatest pirate trove in the universe
in  Walt  Disney  Pictures’  thrilling  new  animated  space  adventure,  “Treasure  Planet.”  A
futuristic twist on one of the greatest adventure stories ever told – Robert Louis Stevenson’s
Treasure Island – this film follows Jim’s fantastic journey across a parallel universe as cabin
boy aboard a glittering space galleon.  Befriended by the ship’s charismatic cyborg (part
man,  part  machine)  cook  John Silver,  Jim blossoms under  his  guidance,  and shows the
makings  of  a  fine spacer  as  he  and the  alien  crew battle  supernovas,  black  holes  and
ferocious space storms.  But even greater dangers lie ahead when Jim discovers that his
trusted friend Silver is actually a scheming pirate with mutiny in mind.  Confronted with a
betrayal that cuts deep to his soul, Jim is transformed from boy to man as he finds the



strength to face down the mutineers and discovers a “treasure” greater than he had ever
imagined.  
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